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Regular reflection of the plane shock wave. from an inclined wall 

Notation 

Z. A. W ALENTA (WARSZAWA) 

THE PURPOSE of the present work was to investigate the structure of the plane shock wave, re
flecting regularly from an inclined wall, in close vicinity of the point of reflection. The experiments 
were perfonned in a shock tube at low initial pressures (about 0.04mmHg) using electron beam 
attenuation technique together with thin film heat tiansfer gauges. The reflection of the primary 
shock wave from an inclined end wall of the tube was studied. The main results indicate that, 
within the accuracy of the experiment, at the distances from the wall less than 30 mean free 
paths in the gas behind the incident shock and outside the region of overlapping of the incident 
and reflected shocks both shocks are plane and the shock thicknesses and the density ratios 
across the shocks are constant. 

Celem niniejszej pracy bylo zbadanie struktury plaskiej fali uderzeniowej, odbijaj~cej sict w spo
s6b regulamy od sko8nej 8cianki, w bezposrednim ~iedztwie punktu odbicia. Pomiary byly 
wykonywane w rurze uderzeniowej przy niskim cisnieniu· poc7Jltkowym (okolo 0,04Tr) przy 
pomocy wi~ elektron6w oraz czujnik6w temperaturowych. Uzyskane wyniki wskazuj~. 
Ze w odlegloSciach od odbijaj~cej 8cianki nie przekraczaj~cych 30 dr6g swobodnych CZClSteczek 
gazu w obszarze za padaj~~ fal~ uderzeniow~. a poza obszarem "nakladania sict" fali pada
jctcej i odbitej, obie fale s~ plaskie, a poza tym ich gruboSci i stosunki ~to8ci po obu ich stro
nach set stale. 

l.J;eJILIO HaCTo~eit pa60Tbl HBJUIJIOCL HCCJie,ltOBaHHe CTpyi<Typbi IDIOCKOH y,napHOH BOJIHhl 
OTpa>KaiOIQeii:CH peryJIHpHbiM o6pa30M OT KOCOH CTeHKH B Henocpe,nCTBeHHOH OKpeCTHOCTH 
TO'IKH OTpa>KeHHH .. M3MepeHHH t1biJIH npose,neHbi B y,napuoii Tpy6e npH HH3KOM uat~aru.uoM 
,naBJieHHH (OKOJIO 0,04 TOpp) C nOMOI.l.li>IO nyqKa 3JieKTpOHOB H TeMnepaTypHbiX ,naTtiHKOB. 
TionyqeHHbie pe3y.m.TaTbl noKaabiBaiOT, qro Ha paccro.mnmx oT OTpa>KaiOIQeH: CTeHKH He 
npeshrmarou.urx 30 nmm cso6onuoro npo6era MOJieKyJI raaa B o6JiaCTH 3a na,naro~Qeii y,napuoit 
BOJIHOH H BHe OOJiaCTH ,HaJIO>KeHHH" na,naromeii H OTpa>KeHHOH BOJIH o6e BOJIRbi nJIOCKH 
H KpOMe 3TOro HX TO.nmHHbl H OTHOilleHHH nJIOTHOCTeii no o60HX HX CTOpOHax nOCTOHHHbl. 

Ms Shock Mach number, 
U velocity of the incident shock, 
x distance measured along the reflecting plate, 
y distance from the reflecting plate, 

<XM Mach angle, 
e shock wave thickness (Fig. 4), 
A mean free path, 

w angle between the shock wave plane and reflecting wall, 
e density, 

e~ density in front of the reflected shock, 
r time. 
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Subscripts 

1. Introduction 

1 . conditions in front of the incident shock, 
2 conditions behind the incident shock, 
5 conditions behind the reflected Shock, 
B value measured with the electron beam, 

Z.A. WALENTA 

Ms value calculated on the basis of the measured shock Mach number. 

The purpose of the present work was to investigate the flow of gas in close vicinity of the 
point of regular reflection of an oblique shock wave at a plane wall. It was a continua
tion of the former work on the structure of the shock wave moving along a plane wall 
in close vicinity of that wall [1]. 

The main objective was to find the shapes of both incident and reflected shocks as weH 
as the dependence of the parameters of these shocks on the distance from the wall. The 
problem seemed interesting since its solutiofl could give some information on the appli
cability of the assumption, widely used in hydrodynamics, of a continuous medium and 
no-slip condition at the wall. 

Theoretically, three configurations of the shock waves were possible (Fig. 1). The first 
one would have occured if the no slip condition at the wall was applid. Then both the 

FIG. 1. 

incident and reflected shocks would have been inclined to the wall at the Mach angle. 
The second one (which on the basis of the former work seemed the most probable) would 
have occured if very little viscous effects were present. Finally, the third configuration 
seemed possible as a bridge to the case of the Mach type reflection of the shock wave. 
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2. Experiment 

The experiments were performed in a shock tube with a cylindrical cross-section 
120mm in diameter and about lOm long. Reflection of the shock wave from the plate 
placed inside the tube at its end was studied. 

The measurements of gas density inside the incident and reflected shocks were made 
with the standard electron beam attenuation technique [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The electron beam 
was perpendicular to the tube axis and parallel the reflecting plate (Fig. 2). The re
flecting plate could be placed at an arbitrary angle to the tube axis and its distance from 
the beam could be varied. From a series of runs taken at various distances between the 

nectron beam 

Heat transFer gauge 

PIG. 2. 

FIG. 3. 

beam and the plate with a thin-film heat transfer gauge at a fixed position with respect 
to the plate, it was possible to obtain the structure of the flow in the region investigated. 
A typical oscilloscope trace obtained in this way is shown in Fig. 3. 

The experiments were performed in nitrogen and argon gases at initial pressures about 
0.04 and 0.045Tr, respectively, and initial temperatures about 295K. The mean free path 
under these conditions was about 1.2mm, which was large enough to produce the reflec-
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tion region sufficient for measurements and at the same time small enough with respect 
to the tube diameter to produce the shock wave sufficiently plane. 

The Mach numbers of the incident shocks were kept close to 3.2S. It was sufficiently 
low not to produce any real gas effects like dissociation or ionization and at the same 
time sufficiently high not to introduce a~y difficulties connected with detecting weak 
shoc.k waves. 

The v~lue of the angle between the plane of the shock . wave and the r~flecting plate 
was chosen equal to 30° (Fig. 2). This value was sufficiently high, so that the problem 
could no longer be considered one-dimensional and viscous effects should have been 
noticeable. On the ·other · hand it was low enough so that Mach-type reflection was 
excluded and besides this, behind the reflected shock a supersonic flow occured and 
a finite region of flow, undisturbed by the edge of the reflecting plate, could be found. 

Apart from that, one series of runs in argon gas was taken for the plate perpendicular 
to the tube axis. This was done to check the validity of the results obtained, since this 
problem had already been investigated by other authors [6, 7]. 

The accuracy of the experiments was estimated to be ± 17% for the density ratio 
across the incident shock, ±21% across the reflected shock and ± 12,S% for shock 
thickness. The estimated accuracy of the simple measurement of the shock position 
ranged from S to 8 mean free paths in the gas behind the incident shock. 

3. Results 

The results of the experiments are summarized in the following figures: 
In Figs. Sa, Sb the measured shapes of the incident and reflected shock waves are 

presented. The points correspond to the positions of t)le "shock wave head" defined in 
Fig. 4. (Note two definitioQS valid outside and inside the region ·of overlapping of the 
shocks). It is evident that within eiperitn,.ental accuracy both shocks are plane. 

The angle between the wall and the reflected shock is .gmaller than calculated for an 
ideal gas, which is in qualitative agreeme_nt with calculations of the reflection from a per
pendicular wall, taking i)lto account the heat transfer· to the wall ·.{7}. In Fig. Se a similar 
picture is shown for the case of the reflection from a perpendicular w~ll (the distance along 
the plate replaced by the time coordinat~ ). ·This picture is also .iri qualitative agreement 

p 
Shock MZ~r'e thickness I . 

E 

Pz 1------,----~:.~....... Reflected shock wave 

FIG. 4. 

head in the region 
of overlapping 
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with the previous ones -the velocities of both shocks are constant. The velocity of the 
reflected shock is as before smaller than for an ideal gas. 

In Fig. 6 the density ratios across the incident shocks in all three cases considered 
are shown. These ratios are independent of the distance from the wall. 

In Fig. 7 similar diagrams of the density jumps across the reflected shocks are shown. 
They are also independent of the distance from the wall, with the exception of the jump 
measured in argon at closest distance from the wall. This point is probably inside the 
thermal layer at the wall and the density is increased by its influence. 

In Fig. 8 the thicknesses of the incident shocks are shown. They are independent of 
the distance from the wall. 

In Fig. 9 .analogous pictures for the reflected shocks are shown. These pictures indicate 
no definite dependence of the reflected shock thickness on the distance from the wall. 
It can be stated safely that in the region considered the thicknesses of the reflected shocks 
change by no more than 15 per cent. 

The results present~d here show an unexpectedly high value of the density jump across 
the reflected shock (Fig. 7). The reason for this is most probably the flow nonuniformity 
between the incident shock and contact surface, which is characteristic for low-density 
shock tubes [8]. According to the control measurements made with a stagnation point 
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heat-transfer gauge, the distance between the shock wave and the contact surface is only 
about 2/3 of the shock tube diameter. 

Some doubts concerning the overall accuracy of the experiments can be caused by the 
10 per cent discrepancy between the incjdent shock thicknesses in argon for the inclined 
and perpendicular reflecting walls. This discrepancy can be attributed to the slight mis
alignment of the beam with the shock wave plane in the case of the inclined wall. This 
misalignment should have no effect upon the other measurements. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion it can be stated that viscous effects have little influence upon the picture 
of the reflection of the shock wave from an inclined wall, so the theoretical model describ
ing the phenomenon should not be based on the no-slip condition at the wall. In the first 
approximation it may even be possible to neglect the viscous effects at the wall completely. 
In order to evaluate the influence of the other effects, mainly the heat transfer, the phenom
enon must be calculated more precisely, taking into account the flow nonuniformities 
between the· shock wave and contact surface. 
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